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TABLES & BENCHES

AT THE INTERSECTION OF LIFE
New table manners and the art of combining similarit ies, culinary specialit ies and personal inter-
action. Enjoy, laugh, l ive: a table is probably everywhere the place where ideas originate, paths 
cross, where we communicate with one another and hold celebrations.

Expectations on tables are extremely high, especially where there are no fixed room boundaries. 
Nowadays, they need to be real al l-rounders – invit ing as a place to eat, serving as an additional 
worktop, as well as being ready for guests and for working remotely every now and again. This 
wealth of functions calls for f lexibi l ity to allow all elements to be individually combined as well as 
their detail to be ideally hidden. At the same time, a table is also able to display true greatness, 
whether as a pull-out model or modular system.

The archaic nature of this piece of furniture, regardless of whether it is round, square or oval, has 
great symbolic value. And that is what especially motivates designer Martin Steininger to employ 
his unique use of forms to create tables with strong character.

Clear, purist ic and not only in their outl ine unique, but also a subtle and reserved choice of co-
lours, as well extremely selective and high-quality when it comes to materials!

In their practical use, the tables can be flexibly combined to form a harmonious unit with the 
kitchens and the entire interior. And benches and accessories perfectly complement Martin Stein-
inger‘s holist ic furnishing ideas.

“For me the appeal is reconcil ing the tradi-
t ion of a material and how it is f inished with 
what is technically feasible.”

“These days a table needs to be an all-roun-
der and functional – especially with chairs. 
You should even be able to dance on it.”

Martin Steininger, CEO & Head Designer 

When contrasts meet, gaps open up, or a whole actually consists of several parts, Martin Steinin-
ger proves t ime and again with his design that what divides can unite.

Crossing borders is the only way to build bridges. That is why almost al l  models manufactured by 
STEININGER are a harmonious combination of different colours and materials that the designers – 
in its truest sense – bring together to one table.



THE FRAME

FLAP PERFECTION
THE FRAME is an extendible table. Thanks to its convenient butterf ly pull-out function, it can be 
extended to the desired length with one simple movement to pull out the extension part and fold 
open the table tops. A special highlight of this model is that the joint is not vis ible. The manufac-
turer STEININGER developed a special technology to enable the table top to be made from one 
piece, making the extension invisible. This al lows the black lacquered table top to appear as a 
homogeneous piece. And the stainless steel frame provides the perfect f inishing touch.

THE FRAME AT A GLANCE 

MATERIAL:  Frame: stainless steel
Table top: lacquer according to the collection

DIMENSIONS: 85/95/105x200/300 cm
Individual s izes possible

SPLIT

A CONCEPT TO DEFINE THE RANGE
Inf inity – in length, durabil ity and design. This was the idea behind the design for a table with a 
powerful presence, purposely furnished with a characterist ic feel for the l iving area.

The split, which it is named after, attracts attention while the sol id, brushed table top made of 
dark wood is invit ing to touch. The robust black steel frame forms a sol id base, while the outside 
of its legs again visually replicates the joint.

SPLIT AT A GLANCE

MATERIAL:  Frame: black steel
Table top: sol id wood according to the
collection

DIMENSIONS:  85/95/105x250/320/400 cm
Individual s izes possible



SPLIT BENCH

SPLIT BENCH AT A GLANCE

MATERIAL:  Frame: black steel
Bench top: sol id wood according to the collection

DIMENSIONS: 28x250/320/400cm
Individual s izes possible

SLIDER

SLIDER AT A GLANCE

MATERIAL:  Frame: lacquer according to the 
collection
Upper part: Corian

DIMENSIONS:  40x60cm 
Individual s izes possible

BRAVING THE GAP
Together they make the perfect team. The SPLIT BENCH accompanies the table of the same name 
to complete the ensemble with the str iking split. Formed and designed l ike a “l itt le brother”, ele-
gantly mitred sol id wood and a stable steel frame have also been used for the bench.

Pure form and clear edges form the bench’s outl ine to seat ten or twenty people.

An all-round homage to social get-togethers with family and fr iends to celebrate coming toge-
ther around one table – whatever the occasion!

Custom-made individual lengths are also possible on request.

ALWAYS AT HAND
Always there just where you need it. The rol lable side table is an elegant, subtle way to comple-
ment any furnishing setting. Whether as a practical place to put things on in the l iving area or as 
a bedside dumb waiter. The canti levered Corian board which merges with the lower part made 
of black sol id wood to a formal unit wil l  prove to be indispensable within a very short t ime. The 
str iking, canti levered C-shape allows the table to be pulled particularly close to where the action 
is. The rol l  mechanism remains completely invisible, al lowing the table to f loat weightlessly above 
the floor. Individual lacquers in various combinations are available to those who prefer subtle 
contrasts.



SHARE

GRACEFUL YET STABLE
A solid wood, oi led table top, a graceful steel frame, and a clear focus: to push the boundaries 
with expertise and sensit ivity. Visually separated by a continuous joint running through the middle, 
al l  elements are closely connected to each other. At the same time, this detail emphasises the 
design approach to suspending gravity. A sl im construction appearance, yet with a robust and 
strong base. The share aspect – from which it gets its name – becomes a mysteriously beautiful 
design element. But a joy shared is a joy doubled: a lot less material, yet so much more comfort 
– that is design quality to be discovered.

SHARE AT A GLANCE

MATERIAL:  Frame: black steel
Table top: sol id wood according to the
collection

DIMENSIONS: 85/95/105x250/320/400cm
Individual s izes possible

PLUSTABLE

PLUSTABLE AT A GLANCE

MATERIAL:  Frame: sol id black steel
Table top: lacquered wood according to the 
collection

DIMENSIONS:  140/160x140/160cm
Individual s izes possible

STRONG EXPRESSION
Creating added value – i .e. a “plus” is the basic idea behind an iconic table that raises off ice 
meetings to a new level. Str iking, functional and aesthetically appealing. Its namesake “Plus” 
comes from the four-part, white varnished table top and is a str iking detail in the centre. More 
than a mere a visual eye-catcher, it also serves as a tidy cable outlet. The black steel table frame 
completes the contrasting play of black and white and takes the iconic form of a mathematical 
symbol. The “Plus” idea however is extended to a further dimension and is created by arranging 
the modular, square table format to provide highly variable combination and formation options.



COAT

BLACK ON WHITE
The fascination of the classic colour duet comes to ful l  fruit ion here. The passepartout of the table 
legs, lacquered white on the inside and side and framed by the fine, dark wooden surface, chan-
ges depending on the angle the table is viewed from. The precisely drawn graphical contours 
bear a measured form of gentle minimalism, perfect for those who l ike to surround themselves 
with the appeal of strong contrasts, clear l ines and an express reduction to essentials. An extrava-
gant detail,  which is more tangible than visible, is how the wooden tops protrude beyond the out-
l ine of the table legs. Various colour combinations are available depending on the type of wood.

COAT AT A GLANCE

MATERIAL:  Frame: lacquer according to the 
collection
Table top: wood according to the collection

DIMENSIONS: 85/95x220/280cm
Individual s izes possible

M.POD

SMART TOUCH WITH M.POD
A 32-inch touchpad as a high-tech worktop. The smart functions of the kitchen are control led 
centrally and intuit ively. The specially hardened and visually bonded safety glass can withstand 
all the demands of a kitchen worktop. The brass surface is easy to clean and completely hygienic. 
It is the interface to the smart kitchen environment, contemporary recipe book and additional 
control panel, establishing the kitchen as the focus of l iving due to the numerous entertainment 
apps.

M.POD AT A GLANCE

DIMENSIONS: Individual s izes possible:

TECHNICAL DETAILS: 4k display 32“, 3 touch buttons, touch 
lock, 180 ° display rotation, UHD image resolution for pin-
sharp images, Bluetooth, WLAN, LAN, voice control



ABOUT STE ININGER

REQUEST HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGES AND OTHER INFORMATIONS:

STEININGER.DESIGNERS GMBH
Weinleiten 1, 4113 St. Martin, Austr ia
+43 7232 2229-0 | pr@steiningerdesigners.com
www.steiningerdesigners.com

STEININGER stands for purist, exquisite architecture, interiors and kitchens design. Mastermind 
Martin Steininger heads the headquarter in St. Martin (Upper Austr ia), with further locations in 
Linz, Vienna, Hamburg and London. At STEININGERS BESPOKE designs and architectural settings 
are in demand internationally: they inspire with str iking, clear l ines, t imelessness and sophistica-
ted details.
 
Martin Steininger is an esthete and a minimalist. Exceptional design is a decisive added value 
for him, as things has to work. He subordinates al l  designs to this creed. It defines space, shape 
and use accordingly. Urban concrete and rare metal al loys complete the range of materials. A 
new type of spatial, sensory and tacti le experience arises.
 
BESPOKE DESIGN - THE STEININGER COLLECTION
STEININGER designs are a statement of sustainable luxury, style and comfort. This claim continu-
es in the unique kitchen and furniture. Every design from the STEININGER Collection is made to 
measure. State-of-the-art CAD programs and cutting edge manufacturing technologies in the 
Austr ia production,  ensure the highest quality. The artisan take care the fine details at the end.
STEININGER is a manufacturer and feels committed to the craft.


